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The Basque County - Observations & conclusions from the benchmarking


MEGA benchmark includes structured interviews with 15 municipalities in the Basque
county. Most of the municipalities interviewed do not disaggregate data on the users
of their services for entrepreneurs, so migration information is not available. There is
much variance in the method and depth in which the development agencies of municipalities collect data on their migrant entrepreneurs. A few have agreements with organisations to obtain data on migrants, but this not common. Others have their own
data based on information collected from users of their services which are migrant
entrepreneurs and other entrepreneurs. Municipalities may collect information from
their migrant, equality and diversity services, statistics services and the employment
observatory which works with them.



The vast majority of municipalities do not offer specific services for migrant businesses.
Although they indicate that they offer services to migrant entrepreneurs specifically,
in reality they provide services to all entrepreneurs and do not offer special services to
migrants.



However, new migrant enterprises may qualify for funding by some municipalities under the rubric of ‘disadvantaged people’. In addition, a couple of municipalities provide opportunities for migrant businesses to bid for contracts using equality and social
clauses. One of the municipalities interviewed is going to organize a specific training
course for technicians in the municipality on public contracts (to encourage the use of
social clauses and supplier diversity). Three municipalities will publish a public contract
guide. A few municipalities also provide services in different languages - in Spanish,
Basque, English and French.



The service agencies within the municipalities often offer training courses, financial
assistance and business centres. A few municipalities work with other external providers to deliver services to entrepreneurs, which do not specifically cater for migrant

enterprises. Some municipalities have agreements with non-governmental organisations. Two municipalities have a project to recover premises, in the old part of the city
and they collaborate with entrepreneurship services to develop programmes. One
municipality has a project to improve the relationship with education centres and another has a relationship with vocational training centres. One municipality has collaboration with corporates.


All of the mainstream business associations offer services, but they are for all entrepreneurs. They do not have any special services for migrants. These associations, in
some cases, collaborate with migrant associations. One association conducted a study
to find out the number of migrants they had in the city. One of the associations participated in the DELI project1 so they are aware of the need to improve services for
migrant entrepreneurs but they do not have the resources for it.



Any migrant prefers to go to migrant business association for support because they
trust them more than the local agencies, given their legal situation. These migrant
business associations are very active in offering services for migrant entrepreneurs.
Some migrant business associations have statistics on their migrant members. They
interview migrants in order to know more about their needs and expectations. They
use the information gathered in order to offer specific services. Many association need
more experience and expertise among the staff to deliver these services. However, as
migrants, they have better access to migrant entrepreneurs. Several migrant business
associations cooperate with the municipality, in an informal way, and reaches out to
the migrant community. Some migrant business associations provide help with administrative, regulatory and tax matters and have spaces to promote their collaboration
and organise networking activities. One of the associations interviewed offers a whole
itinerary - they collaborate with alternative finance entities, Microbank and corporate

1

https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/deli

programmes. They promote the creation of enterprise programmes and have an important network. Another migrant business association does not offer these kinds of
services, but their staff can speak several languages.


The Chamber of Commerce of Navarra is offering services to migrant entrepreneurs
because they are participating in a COSME project. As part of this project, they are in
contact with different migrant associations and migrant entrepreneurs in order to present the services they are offering. This Chamber is also going to produce videos about
different migrant-owned businesses in order to promote them.



In this overall context, Garapen believes that there is a lot of work to do with all stakeholders to provide specific services for migrant businesses. It was initially suggested
that actions should be as follows:
o

raise awareness among decision-makers, municipality officers, business associations, chambers of commerce, etc. about the potential and added-value of
migrant entrepreneurship and the need of a holistic approach (multi-stakeholder & cross-sectoral). This needs strong political commitment;

o share data and promote close coordination between public administration departments to provide a more comprehensive and multidimensional support/services to migrant entrepreneurs (avoiding fragmentation and loopholes
in accessing services) and facilitate migrant navigation into administrative offices;
o build the capacity of municipal staff (economic development, employment, entrepreneurship departments, etc.) on how to deal with migration issues (legal
and regulatory advice, the importance of the “time” dimension for migrant-entrepreneurs, language and cultural sensitivity, etc.);

o map relevant actors - who does what, where - dealing with migrant entrepreneurship al local/regional level. It could be very useful to identify gaps, redundancies, obstacles, clarify roles and responsibilities, etc. and to increase mutual
knowledge;
o interact with other relevant stakeholders (public, private) to develop strong networks and advance the impact, effectiveness, visibility and scale of support policies and share experiences;
o and identify good practices in providing specific services to migrant entrepreneurs in order to encourage them to work on it themselves.


The current setting, however, implies specific obstacles for further development as
well. Most stakeholders do not have the resources to invest in big initiatives in this
area, so Garapen is proposing actions that will not be very expensive and easily implemented – ‘quick wins’.



The key challenge is to improve the services offered to migrant entrepreneurs amongst
all organisations and the municipality by working together whilst appreciating that
most of them do not have many resources to invest in this area. Therefore, the services Garapen proposes for everyone to work on include:
o raising awareness of the positive contributions of migrants to the economy and
society amongst all the organisations and municipalities
o identifying good practices and results related to these services in order to encourage other entities to adopt these methods
o training the technicians on immigration law and administrative formalities migrant businesses must comply with etc.
o identifying funding sources for migrant entrepreneurs

Conclusions for matching & mutual learning
Spain may share its experiences with regard to
 Practicing socially responsible public procurement and using social and equality clauses
in contracts
 The leading work migrant business associations make in connecting and networking
migrant entrepreneurs
 Work with banks on microfinance, e.g. La Caixa, Kuxta Bank and Microbank
 Learnings from municipalities, Chamber of Commerce and other entities which are now
engaging with migrant businesses

Spain may look at
 How other cities create/engender programmes for entrepreneurs which provide general services for all entrepreneurs with specific measures for migrant entrepreneurs
 How other cities have encouraged cultural openness through changing mindsets on migrant entrepreneurship (society; business; administration; political level; etc)
 How other cities have created a business-friendly environment for potential migrant
entrepreneurs (easy access to finance; reduced administrative burdens and bureaucracy, etc.).
 The role of a ‘matchmaker’ in the local agency to provide information and direct contacts from the migrant business community.

MEGA Basque county’s assessment sheet – Municipalities
The final objectives of the municipalities work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is to ensure that immigrant entrepreneurs who benefited
from business support services feel sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business; that they are ‘fit-to-compete’ for public and
private contract opportunities; and that they feel as recognised in their contribution to the local economy as entrepreneurs without an
immigrant background.
The municipalities lay the foundations of their work on immigrant entrepreneurship by becoming aware of the
potential contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy and of the need to provide support services
to develop further this contribution. To this end, the municipalities collect basic data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
provide basic services to them, such as help with administrative procedures and regulatory matters, with the full
backing from municipality leaders and managers.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

-

 
 -

-

Leioa

Bermeo

Andoain

Gernika

BeterriBuruntza

Barakaldo

Ordizia

Tolosa

Basque County’s checklist at the basic level of performance

-   
 - - -

The municipality has at its disposal basic data concerning immigrant entrepreneurs.
Political leaders and managers of the municipality provide full backing to the municipality’s
business support service, including on specific services offered to immigrant
entrepreneurs.

-

  
1



-

   

     

    
    - 

n/d

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

-




The municipality’s business support unit provides help with administrative, regulatory and
tax matters to immigrants who wish to start a business.
The municipality’s business support unit provides help in building solid business plans to
immigrants who wish to start a business.
The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated internally.
Inclusive procurement is a topic in the municipality.

The municipalities expand their work in support of immigrant entrepreneurship by making the relevant departments
work with each other to collect complex data on immigrant entrepreneurs and by cooperating with key local
stakeholders such as chambers of commerce and business associations to increase their outreach among immigrant
communities. The municipalities set targets on the number of immigrant entrepreneurs that access a wide range of
support services, including mentoring schemes and help with setting up business networks. The municipalities
highlight the contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy by awarding prizes to successful
immigrant entrepreneurs and recognising them as role-models.

1

Leioa

Bermeo

Andoain

Gernika

BeterriBuruntza

Barakaldo

Ordizia

Tolosa

Basque County’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

It is not a service dedicated specifically to immigrant entrepreneurs

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The various relevant municipality departments work together to build and to use a
common dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The municipality has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt services.

-

-

-

-

n/d

-

-



The municipality shares its inter-departmental dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs with
external stakeholders such as the chamber of commerce and business associations, taking
into account data protection and privacy needs.

-

-

     

-



-

-  
 - -

-



n/d

-

-

-

 

-

-

The municipality’s business support unit uses migrant associations and community leaders
as multipliers to increase its outreach.

-

-

-

-



-



-

The municipality communicates on the achievements of its business support service
towards immigrant entrepreneurs in its annual report.

       


-

 

-



-



The municipality’s business support unit sets targets for the number of immigrant
entrepreneurs they provide services to.
The municipality’s support unit cooperates with associations of migrant entrepreneurs.
The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide training to immigrants who wish to start a business.

The municipality’s business support unit provides training in accounting, marketing and
finance to immigrants who wish to start a business.
The municipality’s business support unit provides a mentoring scheme to accompany
immigrants in the creation of their company.

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

 

-

n/d

-

-

-

The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated by an
independent contractor.

-

-

-

-

n/d

-

-

The municipality pursues corporate supplier diversity activities.

-

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

n/d

n/d

 
2

3

The municipality’s business support service helps immigrant entrepreneurs to create a
network of like-minded entrepreneurs.
The municipality’s business support unit provides its basic services to newcomer
immigrants in several languages.

The municipalities integrate their support to immigrant entrepreneurship into their normal practice by
mainstreaming support services to immigrant entrepreneurs in the city’s business support unit. The full range of
support services are provided, including help in finding business premises and in accessing finance through start-up
funds.

2
3

Basque, Castellano, English and sometimes French
Languages provided not specified

Leioa

Bermeo

Andoain

Gernika

BeterriBuruntza

Barakaldo

Ordizia

Tolosa

Basque County’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

-

-

-

-

-

 

 
n/d

4
5

-

-

   
-

-

-



    

  

n/d

  

The municipality’s business support unit tracks the success rates of its immigrant
entrepreneur members.
The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide successful immigrant entrepreneurs as role-models for youth entrepreneurship
activities.
The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with banks and micro-credit
institutions to facilitate the access to finance for immigrant entrepreneurs.
The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with the main chambers of commerce
and business associations to bring immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream economy
and business actors.

-

-

-

-

-

-

 

The relevant departments of the municipality cooperate with each other and with local
housing trusts and agencies to provide immigrant entrepreneurs with an easy access to
low-priced offices and commercial leases and to include space for business units in urban
regeneration plans.

n/d4



-

-



-

 

Support activities to immigrant entrepreneurs are fully mainstreamed into the
municipality’s business support unit.

-

-

-

-

-

-

 

The municipality’s business support unit helps immigrant entrepreneurs to become ‘fit-tocompete’ for public and private sector contract opportunities.

-

-

-

-



-

5

-

-

From the questionnaires: “The support services are the same.”
As much as any other entrepreneurs though

The municipality contributes financially to a bank guarantee fund and a start-up public
fund.

   

-

  

Diversity and equality clauses in public procurement are a topic in the municipality.

MEGA Basque county’s assessment sheet – Municipalities
The final objectives of the municipalities work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is to ensure that immigrant entrepreneurs who benefited
from business support services feel sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business; that they are ‘fit-to-compete’ for public and
private contract opportunities; and that they feel as recognised in their contribution to the local economy as entrepreneurs without an
immigrant background.
The municipalities lay the foundations of their work on immigrant entrepreneurship by becoming aware of the
potential contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy and of the need to provide support services
to develop further this contribution. To this end, the municipalities collect basic data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
provide basic services to them, such as help with administrative procedures and regulatory matters, with the full
backing from municipality leaders and managers.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

1

3



-

 

Iraurgi
Berritzen

Getxo

Durango

-

2

Oarsoaldea1

Galdakao

-

Goieki

Debagoiena

Basque County’s checklist at the basic level of performance

-

The municipality has at its disposal basic data concerning immigrant entrepreneurs.

The questionnaire has been answered by one of the Agencies of the Municipality and not the Municipality itself.
They do not have it as a specific programme dedicated to immigrant entrepreneurs
3
These data are not segregated and reliable information on immigration is not available
2



4

-



-

 

-

Political leaders and managers of the municipality provide full backing to the municipality’s
business support service, including on specific services offered to immigrant
entrepreneurs.

      

The municipality’s business support unit provides help with administrative, regulatory and
tax matters to immigrants who wish to start a business.

      

The municipality’s business support unit provides help in building solid business plans to
immigrants who wish to start a business.

-     
 -  -  -

The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated internally.

5

6

7

8

9


-

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

4

Inclusive procurement is a topic in the municipality.

The municipalities expand their work in support of immigrant entrepreneurship by making the relevant departments
work with each other to collect complex data on immigrant entrepreneurs and by cooperating with key local
stakeholders such as chambers of commerce and business associations to increase their outreach among immigrant
communities. The municipalities set targets on the number of immigrant entrepreneurs that access a wide range of
support services, including mentoring schemes and help with setting up business networks. The municipalities
highlight the contribution of immigrant entrepreneurs to the local economy by awarding prizes to successful
immigrant entrepreneurs and recognising them as role-models.

They provide entrepreneurship support in general terms, without specific focus on migrants
Not specifically dedicated to migrants
6
Not specifically dedicated to migrants
7
Not specifically dedicated to migrants
8
Not specifically dedicated to migrants
9
Not specifically dedicated to migrants
5

Goieki

Oarsoaldea

Durango

-

-

-

-



-

The various relevant municipality departments work together to build and to use a
common dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs.

-

-

-

-

-



-

The municipality has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and
uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt services.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The municipality shares its inter-departmental dataset on immigrant entrepreneurs with
external stakeholders such as the chamber of commerce and business associations, taking
into account data protection and privacy needs.

-



-

  

The municipality’s business support unit sets targets for the number of immigrant
entrepreneurs they provide services to.

 -   

-

-    

The municipality’s support unit cooperates with associations of migrant entrepreneurs.

-

-

-



10

10

-

-

-

Iraurgi
Berritzen

Galdakao

-

Getxo

Debagoiena

Basque County’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

-

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide training to immigrants who wish to start a business.
The municipality’s business support unit uses migrant associations and community leaders
as multipliers to increase its outreach.

They generally set targets on the number of entrepreneurs, not specifically of immigrant entrepreneurs

-

-

-

-

-

-

  

-

  



-



-

-

-



The municipality’s business support unit provides a mentoring scheme to accompany
immigrants in the creation of their company.

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

n/d

The municipality’s business support service helps immigrant entrepreneurs to create a
network of like-minded entrepreneurs.

    
11

11

12

13

14

The municipality communicates on the achievements of its business support service
towards immigrant entrepreneurs in its annual report.
The municipality’s business support unit provides training in accounting, marketing and
finance to immigrants who wish to start a business.

- 

The municipality’s business support unit provides its basic services to newcomer
immigrants in several languages.

16

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The services offered by the municipality’s business support unit are evaluated by an
independent contractor.

-

n/d

-

-

-



-

The municipality pursues corporate supplier diversity activities.

Basque and Castilliano only
Basque and Castilliano only
13
Languages not specified
14
Basque and Castilliano only
15
Basque and Castilliano only
16
Languages not specified
12

15

-

The municipalities integrate their support to immigrant entrepreneurship into their normal practice by
mainstreaming support services to immigrant entrepreneurs in the city’s business support unit. The full range of
support services are provided, including help in finding business premises and in accessing finance through start-up
funds.

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

Oarsoaldea

Durango

Getxo

-



-

-

-

-

The municipality’s business support unit tracks the success rates of its immigrant
entrepreneur members.

-



-

-

-

-

-

The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with local education institutions to
provide successful immigrant entrepreneurs as role-models for youth entrepreneurship
activities.



-

  

-



The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with banks and micro-credit
institutions to facilitate the access to finance for immigrant entrepreneurs.

-

-

-

-



The municipality’s business support unit cooperates with the main chambers of commerce
and business associations to bring immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream economy
and business actors.

17

17

 

Iraurgi
Berritzen

Galdakao

-

Goieki

Debagoiena

Basque County’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

Not with specific focus on immigrant entrepreneurs

18

-

-

 

-

-

-

The relevant departments of the municipality cooperate with each other and with local
housing trusts and agencies to provide immigrant entrepreneurs with an easy access to
low-priced offices and commercial leases and to include space for business units in urban
regeneration plans.

n/d





-



-

-

Support activities to immigrant entrepreneurs are fully mainstreamed into the
municipality’s business support unit.

-

-

-

-

 

-

The municipality’s business support unit helps immigrant entrepreneurs to become ‘fit-tocompete’ for public and private sector contract opportunities.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

The municipality contributes financially to a bank guarantee fund and a start-up public
fund.

-



-



-

 

18

19

Diversity and equality clauses in public procurement are a topic in the municipality.

Not with specific focus on immigrant entrepreneurs
The interpretation from the questionnaire is that they intend “mainstreamed” as open to everyone rather than targeted services to immigrant entrepreneurs that have
been mainstreamed
19

MEGA Basque County’s assessment sheet – Chambers of Commerce
The ultimate goal of the chambers’ work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is that they feel as much represented by the chambers of
commerce than entrepreneurs without a migrant background. Those entrepreneurs who benefited from the services offered by the chambers
of commerce’s business support unit are successful in their business. As such, the chambers are seen as the city’s driving force for stimulating
and strengthening entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

Laying the foundations for supporting migrant businesses, the chambers start to develop an interest in stimulating
entrepreneurship among immigrant communities. The chambers begin to collect data on migrant businesses and
provide support on regulatory and tax matters, and help on finding potential business partners, new markets and new
customers. The chambers streamline these services with those provided by other local actors, and cooperate with
migrant associations and community leaders to increase their outreach among immigrant communities.

-

1

Chamber of
Commerce of
Álava

Chamber of
Commerce of
Navarra

Basque County’s checklist at the basic level of performance



1

The chamber has at its disposal basic data concerning immigrant entrepreneurs.

The entrepreneurial service does include this information, although it does not have specific services developed for this group





The chamber demonstrates its interest in stimulating entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.

-



The chamber’s business support unit is linked to the municipality.

-

-





The chamber’s business support unit provides information on administrative, regulatory and tax matters to
immigrants who wish to start a business, as well as on public and private funds they may tap into for setting up
their business.





The chamber’s business support unit offers networking activities to find potential business partners, new markets
and enlarge customer base, including for transnational business connections.

2

3

The chamber cooperates with migrant associations, community leaders and business leaders to carry out
information campaigns on entrepreneurship among immigrant communities.

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

The chambers of commerce expand their work on supporting immigrant entrepreneurs by using increasingly
complete data to adapt support services; and by setting targets on the number of immigrant entrepreneurs they
provide services to. The chambers communicate in a diversity-sensitive way, highlight the success and contribution
of businesses with international roots and help immigrant entrepreneurs to set up business networks.

Basque County’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

2
3

Usually not, although they do so within the framework of the current European programme they participate in.
The Chamber stimulates the entrepreneurial culture in general among different groups, but not specifically for this group

Chamber of
Commerce of
Navarra

Chamber of
Commerce of
Álava

-

-

The chamber has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and uses it to develop and adapt
support services.



-

The chamber provides adequate resources for effective outreach to immigrant entrepreneurs.

-



-

-

-



-

-

4

5

7

8

4

6

The chamber cooperates with migrant associations, community leaders and business leaders to promote successful
immigrant entrepreneurs as role-models and to highlight their contribution to the local economy.
The chamber’s business support unit sets targets for the number of immigrant entrepreneurs they provide services to.

9

The chamber helps immigrant entrepreneurs in setting up business networks with like-minded entrepreneurs
The chamber carries out its information campaigns and provides its basic services (information on administrative &
regulatory matters) in several languages.

Usually not, although they do so within the framework of the current European programme they participate in. Based on this comment, it is expected that part of the EU
resources is used to outreach immigrant entrepreneurs.
5
Usually not but within the framework of this programme, they planned to make videos about the business ideas of entrepreneurs to give them visibility.
6
Of all types of entrepreneurs not only migrants
7
Only in the framework of this programme, yes
8
Not regularly. Within the framework of this programme, yes.
9
Of all types of entrepreneurs not only migrants

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

At this stage, the chambers of commerce integrate the support to immigrant entrepreneurs into normal practice and
make it sustainable. They start to cooperate with banks to facilitate access to finance and provide support to increase
the competitiveness of migrant businesses. Outreach to other chambers helps immigrant entrepreneurs to capitalise
on their own transnational networks and to establish transnational business connections.

10

Chamber of
Commerce of
Álava

Chamber of
Commerce of
Navarra

Basque County’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

-




The chamber tracks the success rates of its immigrant entrepreneur members.

-



The chamber cooperates with joint and foreign chambers to help immigrant entrepreneurs to capitalise on their
own transnational networks and to establish transnational business connections.

-

-

The chamber’s business support unit helps immigrant entrepreneurs to become ‘fit-to-compete’ for public and
private sector contract opportunities.

10

The chamber cooperates with local bank branches to facilitate the access to credit by offering small business loan
guarantee programmes.

Of all types of entrepreneurs not only migrants

-



12

The chamber acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant entrepreneurs, and equity investors
(‘business angels’).

-



14

The chamber operates a corporate mentoring scheme to bring immigrant entrepreneurs in mainstream business
life.

11

13

11

The answer has been turned into negative on the basis of the comment provided: “Usually they inform entrepreneurs about financing options. The Chamber does not
seem to act as a broker with equity investors
12
Service offered to all types of entrepreneurs not only migrants
13
In the framework of this programme, yes, but it is something rather punctual.
14
Service offered to all types of entrepreneurs not only migrants

MEGA Basque county’s assessment sheet – Business organisations
The final outcomes of the business associations’ work to support immigrant entrepreneurs is that such entrepreneurs feel as much
represented by the business institution as entrepreneurs without a migrant background. In addition, immigrant entrepreneurs who benefited
from the business associations’ support services feel sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business. The business associations’
services and internal policies are therefore effective in bringing immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy.
The first step in laying the foundations for supporting immigrant entrepreneurship is to become aware of the need to
better reflect the diversity of the city’s community of entrepreneurs. To this end, the business associations collect
basic data on immigrant entrepreneurs and offer them basic support services to build solid business plans. They
cooperate with business support units operated by other local actors to streamline the services and increase the
number of service users among immigrant communities.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS

1

Asociaciones
Empresariales
ASLE

Asociaciones
Empresariales
AVA

Asociaciones
Empresariales
Elkarlan

Basque county’s checklist at the basic level of performance

-



1

-

The business association has at its disposal basic data, enabling an understanding of their needs and
potential.





-

The business organisation cooperates with the municipality’s business support unit to streamline support
services and increase the number of service users, including immigrant entrepreneurs.

Only in Álava, a study was carried out two years ago on these aspects and was financed by the city council of Vitoria







The business organisation is aware of the need to better reflect the diversity of the city’s community of
entrepreneurs.



-



The business organisation’s support unit provides help with administrative, regulatory and tax matters to
immigrants who wish to start a business.

n/d

-



The business organisation offers basic services in multiple languages to newcomer immigrant
entrepreneurs.

2

2. EXPANDING THE WORK

3

The business associations expand their support to immigrant entrepreneurs by commiting to increase the proportion
of immigrant entrepreneurs among their members, and commit resources and set targets towards this objective.
They provide B2B networking activities designed to increase business partnerships and consortia building. They also
operate a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate the access of start-up entrepreneurs to finance, including
immigrant entrepreneurs. Finally, the business associations cooperate with migrant organisations and with existing
immigrant entrepreneur associations to increase their outreach among immigrant communities.

Basque county’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

2

That is why the Association got involved in the DELI Project (https://pjp-eu.coe.int/en/web/deli). Their national organization ATA FEDERACIÓN, has an exclusive
department for migrants
3
Spanish, Basque and occasionally English

4

Asociaciones
Empresariales
Elkarlan

Asociaciones
Empresariales
AVA

Asociaciones
Empresariales
ASLE

-



-

The business association has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs and uses it
to set targets and to develop and adapt support services.

-

-

-

The business organisation sets targets for recruiting more immigrant entrepreneurs as members.



-



The business organisation cooperates with migrant associations and with existing immigrant
entrepreneur associations to increase its outreach among immigrant communities.



-



The business organisation provides B2B networking activities to its members, including immigrant
entrepreneurs.



-



The business organisation provides a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate the access of startup entrepreneurs to finance, including immigrant entrepreneurs.

4

The business organisation sets aside resources for increasing the proportion of immigrant entrepreneurs
among its members.

5

6

Because of lack of resources.
To all people, regardless of their origin.
6
To all people, regardless of their origin.
5

The business associations integrate the support to immigrant entrepreneurs into normal practice by making a
strategic priority to better reflect the diversity of the city’s community of entrepreneurs, and support this with an
increased budget. The business associations act as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant
entrepreneurs, and equity investors (‘business angels’), and devise innovative solutions to bring immigrant
entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy and to highlight their contributions, such as a local crowd-funding
platform.

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

Asociaciones
Empresariales
Elkarlan

Asociaciones
Empresariales
AVA

Asociaciones
Empresariales
ASLE

Basque county’s checklist at the advanced level of performance









-

-

-

The business organisation helps to set up a local crowd-funding platform for entrepreneurs, including
immigrant entrepreneurs.







The business organisation works with banks which have access to finance programmes for micro and
SMEs.

The business organisation tracks immigrant entrepreneurs’ success rates.
The business organisation acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant entrepreneurs,
and equity investors (‘business angels’).

MEGA Basque County’s assessment sheet – Immigrant business organisations
The final outcome of the immigrant business organisations’ work is that entrepreneurs who benefited from the organisations’ support feel
sufficiently skilled for setting up and running their business. The immigrant business organisations’ services and internal policies are effective
in encouraging entrepreneurship, connecting migrant-run businesses with the mainstream local economy and helping entrepreneurs to access
finance. The organisations cooperate with the support structures of the municipality and other relevant actors to improve support services
for migrant-run businesses and increase the number of service users.

Laying the foundations for supporting businesses, the immigrant organisations provide help with administrative,
regulatory and tax matters to immigrants who wish to start a business. They start to cooperate with the municipality
to streamline support services and increase the number of service users who are immigrant entrepreneurs. The
organisations are getting involved in communication activities which point to the diversity of the business sector and
start collecting data on the businesses they represent.

1. LAYING THE
FOUNDATIONS



-

Economistas
Sin Fronteras

Ikatzbizi

Koop SF34
(Bilbao)

Profesionales
Elkartea

Cáritas Bizkaia

Basque County’s checklist at the basic level of performance

  

The immigrant business association has at its disposal basic data, enabling an understanding of their needs
and potential.

n/d



-

 

1

    
-

 
2

n/d

2. EXPANDING THE WORK



The immigrant business organisation cooperates with the municipality’s business support unit to streamline
support services and increase the number of service users, including immigrant entrepreneurs.
The immigrant business organisation is involved in activities which highlight the diversity of the city’s
community of entrepreneurs.
The immigrant business organisation provides help with administrative, regulatory and tax matters to
immigrants who wish to start a business.

The immigrant business organisations expand their support to entrepreneurs by providing B2B networking activities
designed to increase business partnerships and consortia building, and are commiting to increase their membership.
Mutual guarantee schemes are designed to facilitate the access of start-up entrepreneurs to finance. The immigrant
business organisations cooperate with other migrant organisations and existing immigrant entrepreneur associations
to further increase the outreach among immigrant communities. Data are used to actively develop and adapt support
services.

Basque County’s checklist at the intermediate level of performance

1
2

Although informally, there is no established programme
But at a very early stage

-

3

 
n/d

n/d

 

Economistas
Sin Fronteras

Ikatzbizi

Koop SF34
(Bilbao)

Profesionales
Elkartea

Cáritas
Bizkaia



  
4

-



n/d

The immigrant business organisation sets targets for recruiting more entrepreneurs as members.

n/d

n/d

The immigrant business organisation sets aside resources for increasing the proportion of entrepreneurs
among its members.

 

    


3
4

-



The immigrant business association has at its disposal a complex set of data on immigrant entrepreneurs
and uses it to set targets and to develop and adapt support services.

n/d



The immigrant business organisation cooperates with migrant associations to increase its outreach among
immigrant communities.
The immigrant business organisation provides B2B networking activities to its members, including
immigrant entrepreneurs.
The immigrant business organisation provides a mutual guarantee scheme designed to facilitate the access
of start-up entrepreneurs to finance, including immigrant entrepreneurs.

The answer in the questionnaire is positive, but it does not follow the fact that the organisation does not collect basic data
Because of the way the question is formulated and the lack of comment, this point could reflect the collection of basic data exclusively, and not complex data

At this stage, the immigrant business organisations act as a broker between immigrant entrepreneurs and equity
investors (‘business angels’). They cooperate with banks on access to finance and devise innovative solutions to bring
immigrant entrepreneurs in the mainstream local economy such as local crowd-funding platforms. Members’ success
rates are tracked and analysed to further improve support services.

3. MAKING THE WORK
NORMAL PRACTICE

Economistas
Sin Fronteras

Ikatzbizi

Koop SF34
(Bilbao)

Profesionales
Elkartea

Cáritas Bizkaia

Basque County’s checklist at the advanced level of performance

  -  
 -  n/d 

-



n/d



    
5

5

This cooperation has just been initiated

The immigrant business organisation tracks members’ success rates.
The immigrant business organisation acts as a broker between entrepreneurs, including immigrant
entrepreneurs, and equity investors (‘business angels’).
The immigrant business organisation helps to set up a local crowd-funding platform for entrepreneurs,
including immigrant entrepreneurs.
The immigrant business organisation works with banks which have access to finance programmes for micro
and SMEs.

